Youth Eliminator Memorial Day
Event & Match Play Tournament
Sign Up Sheet (Please Print)
Mail to: JC Crouch 600 Starkey Road Apt. 804 Largo, Fl. 33771 or
Email to: coachjc96@yahoo.com
Bowler:______________________________________________________ USBC#________________________
Address______________________________________________________ City___________________________
State___________________________ Zip_________________ Phone#(

)_________________________

Email_______________________________________________@___________________________________.com
DOB_______/__________/_______________ Sex_________________ Last 4 of SS#__________________
Sunday 2 (Seeding) shifts starting at 10a and 2p, (Seeding) total pins of 6 games used for
Monday Match Play! Monday 29th Match Play Starts at 11a for all bowlers!
Qty

Price
$60.00

Item Description

Total Cost

Tournament with one Seeding shift

$109.00 Tournament with one Seeding shift plus all 4 Clinics

(No ID Chip)

$25.00

U12 JG Qualifier Fee add on to Seeding shift or 2nd Chance

$37.50

U15 JG Qualifier Fee add on to Seeding shift or 2nd Chance

$50.00

U20 JG Qualifier Fee add on to Seeding shift or 2nd Chance

$30.00

Bowl Extra or 2nd Seeding shift

$20.00

Ball Demo Only (NO ID CHIP!)

$10.00

Ebonite ID Chip (added to Ball Demo Only)

$20.00

On lane coaching using the Kegel Torch! (Only)

$20.00

Eileen’s Bowling Buddy Clinic (Only)

$20.00

Kegel Clinic “Preparing for Junior Gold” by Rick Wiltse (Only)

$35.00

Monday 2nd Chance Eliminator Tournament at 1:30p (No New Bowlers)

Misc.

Cash, Money Order or Credit Card (No Personal Checks)Total Amount Due
By filling out credit card information you are giving, BCYBC permission to charge your account for total amount due above.

Credit Card Information: Name on Card:___________________________________
Card #:_______________________________ Exp. Date:_____/_____ CCV#:_______

Match Play Eliminator Tournament Rules
1. Cost of the tournament only is $60.00. If combined with all of the other 4 events or clinics on Sunday the total fee
is $109.00 with $49.00 for the events or clinics. The $60.00 fee is broken down as follows, $25.00 for tournament
expenses the remaining $35.00 is to be awarded as a scholarship or stipend to the youth bowler at a 1:5 ratio to
the youth winners, this does not include the 1:4 Junior Gold Championship spots. REMEMBER IF YOU ARE NOT
A JUNIOR GOLD MEMBER ALL FUNDS WON WILL BE DEPOSITED INTO YOUR SMART ACCOUNT.The
Xtreme Eliminator is open to any and all youth bowlers, the fee is $35.00 and is at 1:30p on Monday, and $10.00
for expenses and $25.00 to be awarded as a scholarship or stipend to the youth bowler at a 1:5 ratio to the youth
winners. If the winner or winners in a tournament are not Junior Gold members, or do not claim or use all their
Junior Gold fund stipend moneys, any money left over after 7/31/17 those funds will be deposited into the
bowler’s smart account.
2. Cost added to tournament entry fee, for optional Junior Gold Spot, U12 Divisions pays extra $25.00, Cost U15
Divisions pays extra $37.50, Cost U20 Divisions pays extra $50.00 with a minimum of 4 bowlers in division.
th
th
3. This is a 2 day tournament is Sunday 28 and Monday 29 . Sunday will have 2 shifts 10:00am and 2:00pm of a 6
game qualifying for placement in Monday's Match Play Single Elimination Tournament. There will be a Junior
Gold Qualifier offered at both shifts on Sunday, the First 3 games total score will be used for the Junior Gold
Qualifier. Bowlers must qualify on Sunday to be placed and able to bowl on Monday. Monday is a Match Play
format with placement based on their 6 game total scores from Sunday. Match Play format will be a series of a
best of 3 game match’s with the winner moving on and the loser being eliminated from the tournament.
4. Bowlers being eliminated in match play before approx. 1:00pm will be eligible to bowl in an “Xtreme Elimination
rd
Tournament” with the 3 last chance Junior Gold Qualifier option, the first 2 game total will be used. This
tournament will start at 1:30pm and the format will be as follows, all bowlers will bowl 2 games using their total
scores the bottom 25% being eliminated, then the remaining bowlers will will bowl another 2 games and using
their scores the bottom 50% being eliminated, and depending on the number of bowlers this process will continue
until there is only 5 bowlers remaining. Those bowlers will then start a 1 game Eliminator with the lowest score
being eliminated until there is a winner. No scores will carry over from any part of the Eliminator Tournament. All
general rules below will apply to all bowling during the 2 days of tournament play. Tie breaker will be determined
by a 1 ball roll off high count wins, this will continue until there is a winner.
5. All bowling in these tournaments will be done on unknown dual patterns. The patterns can and will change at
anytime during the tournaments. All patterns will be revealed when the last ball is thrown.
6. Bowlers will be limited to 3 balls during each and every section of this tournament, the sections are each
qualifying shift on Sunday, the entire match play on Monday, and the Xtreme Eliminator on Monday. Bowlers will
be allowed to select different balls before bowling each section of the tournament. Bowlers may change surface
during or before practice, before the first ball is delivered for score. No surface changes or any kind of substance
is allowed to be applied to a bowling ball while bowling for score. Any breach of this rules will result in the ball
being removed and is not allowed to be replaced and a zero given for every frame the ball is used for. If the
number of frames the ball was used for is not able to be verified, all games in question will be given a score of
zero. The bowler may continue to bowl for score with the remaining balls available. If the bowler decides to quit
bowling and with draw from the tournament no refund will be awarded. If this happens during a qualifying shift
nd
they may pay again and bowl in the 2 shift if able, and if during the match play section, bowler is eliminated from
the main tournament but may pay the $45.00 fee and enter the Xtreme Eliminator Tournament.
7. Dress and electronics code: All bowlers must wear long or short pants, girls may wear skirts as long as they are
no shorter then 3” above the knee. Pants and shorts must be dress quality, No jeans, gym, Lycra, yoga, or
anything the tournament director feels is not appropriate. Shirts must have a collar or must be a bowling shirt or
jersey, again anything the tournament director feels needs to be allowed or is not appropriate will not be allowed.
Electronics will be allowed in the bowling area as long as they are being used for bowling purposes only. All
decisions will be made and enforced by the tournament director, he has the final say in all dress code and
electronic matters.
8. No cursing, hand gestures, inappropriate actions, displays of anger, abuse of bowling center equipment,
misconduct towards a fellow bowler or any bowling center employee or Tournament official will be allowed, and
may and can cause a bowler to be disqualified and removed from the tournament. Any bowler removed from the
tournament may not re-enter any part of the tournament and may not be allowed to attend any events or clinics.
No refunds will be given to disqualified bowlers.
9. Tie breaker will be determined by a 1 ball roll off high count wins, this will continue until there is a winner.
10. Walk ins accepted only if bowler is present 20 minutes before start time.
11. All bowlers doing the tournament or JG must to their USBC & JG 2016-17 Membership card, or fill out paperwork
and pay membership fees, USBC IS $10.00 & JG U12 is $10.00, U15 and U20 is $30.00 in Addition to the other
fees. CASH ONLY FOR PAYMENT, NO CHECKS! Any questions call JC Crouch 727-504-2304

